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ABSTRACT ..
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methodology. Attempts 'tc further charatteri2e 'these doCuments by
subject'were orgy partially successful tecause'-'of the lick cf
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publication were also nnsticceSs-1 because .s.c many of the documents
liae.tt not been assigned, publication \type codes. ,,then ccmpared with a
1 976 evaluation bibliography prepared -t1 ,the-Eialtaticn Center at ,

ilesten Michigan University and edited by M.A. Eunda,, dal 27 -perCent
of the biblioq-raphy's references 'Sere als4 listed in ERIC. FUrther
.inveitigatiOn revealed that,28 percent cf the bibliography was
published ot written before ERIC was inccfFcra,ting such documents
into its system, 22 percent were books or chapters cf tccks (not
usua-lly made avairalle through ERIC), nine .Fercent were journal
articles, and 14 percent were fugitiv documents, which should
generally be included 'in ERIC. Additional problemisa0.soCiated with
non-hierarchical searching.,, system constraints: cn-assignments of-
descriptors, and indexer limitations resulted in very little overlap,,
'between the ERIC search results' and the Western ,pichigan"
biblipgraphy. Researchers should be.. aware of thgulialtatiner of a
'search of the ERIC system. (BW)
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PREFACE

- .

The Research' on Evaluation Program is a Northwest: Regional E4ucational
.-Labotatory project of research, devel' ment,ttesting, and training
'designed to create-new evaluation meth dologies for use in edUcation.
.ThiS,document is one off 'd series of pa ers'and reports producedby
programttaff,:visiting scholars, adjunct, scholars, and project
collaborators--ali Members. of'a cooperative network of Cblleague4
working on the develOpMent of new methoddlogies.

There are 21;675 documents in ERIC descriptored "Evaluation". Can
ERIC system features be used to pre-sort and categorize this liteta-
ture-by computer? Row-well does ERIC, cover the evaluation literature.?
This report describes ERIC limitations which prevent computerized
pre-sCredning of literature,. and recounts the.failure of ERIC to
recon ct an existing evaluation bibliography (only 1.2 percent o

;

the items
,

were identified by ERIC), casting serious doubt on the
utility of ERIC sesrches'Of. the evaluation literature.

)

'Nick L. Smith, Editor
Paper and Report Series

U
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-THE LIMITATIONS OF ERIC IN REVIEWING
EVALUATION LITERATURO.

It his become a common observation that educationaresearchers

now produce studies and reports at a-much fastei rate thah.can be read.

and understood, even by colleagues. The engulfing,,literature long ago

surpaSsed the indiVidUal researcher:s.capacity to absorb nonintegrated,
1.J,

find,ings and as a ,p161'ntion "...we find ourselVes in the mildly embarras-
,. ,

A

sing position of knowing less-than we have proven. "' (Glass,. 1976, p:

'We- recognize with Glass that "....the aripthair literature review in which

-,one cites a couple dOzen'studies frOm the obviousi.lpurnakls can't do
.

justice to the voluminous literature of educational research that we now

confront.° ,(1976, p. 4) He and others (e.g., Light and Smith,,1971) have

therefore stressed the need for integrItive, scholarly_revi.g4sand have

' , 1
suggeste4'procedures for combining and interpreting the findings from multiple,

./ ,

. 7
o

'studies. While these authors have dealt with the complex problem's. of inte.7

grating convergent'data, I am concerned here with the more mundane problem

of how, we initially identify which studies to review. The old method of

"'s'creening several hundred studies by hand is no longer feasible when the

potentially relevant literature contains thousands, not hundreds, of

citations. Fbr example, we recently began review of the literature on

the mnetf dology of evaluation and found-that in the ERIC '(Educational'

ResoUrCes thformationCenter) system:

21,675 documents were descriptOred "EValuation;"

_13,433 documents were descriptored "Program Evaluation,"

and 6,689 documents were descriptored wEvalliation Methods,"

B.
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Since there were/obviously toomaly documents to review by hand, we tried

to use certain features of the.ERIC system to reduce the collection.

Using the ERIC interactive computer search capability, we
4

attempted to identify and characterize the literature of interest-in

our search: 2
Our purpose was to isolate the "core" literature

and to reduce the number of citations to a manageable size of

about 2,000: At that point we could print and screen 2,000

abstracts by hand, selecting a lesser lumber of,docUments for actual

study. AS a result_of our efforts, wetwere "able to make some general
a

assessments of the limitations of the ERIC system in conducting such

searches.

U

Characterizing Literature, Using ERIC
.

One of'the biggeSt prdblems in the early stages of an integrative

literature review is to characterize the general'naturerof the relevant

.literature. This is acrucial step, since subsequent screening and

review decisionS are based, in part, on assumptions about the nature of
.

the doLuments one is dealing with.

After'qsolating.wbat appeared to be the relevant documents., we
(

attempted to use ERIC to characterize their nature. Each documeht in'

ERIC'is labeled'by multiple desciiptor words which can be used to build

document c011eCtions. Each document is given a m ximum of five major

`descriptors and as many minor descriptors as necessary (up through 1972,

a

, documents were given an average of 11 descriptors each (ERIC, 1974, p. 187)).

d
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The Limitations'

To build an initial document collection we first combined

,.

those dodumentssrplated to program evaluation, broadly construed, -by

using the.following descriptors;

Program Evaluation
. (13,433 documents)

Curriculum Evaluation' (2,139)

Formative Evaluatiob (680)
/

Summative Evaluation (595)

Medical Evaluation (398)

c
;Medical Care Evaluatio'n2 (34)

4

. V QentalEvaluation,
7

This resulted in a,tatal of 16,206 separate documents. In order lo

idtntify only the "core" or most significant,program-evaluation documents;
o

t#ia.collection.was restricted to only those using the above ,terms 440

major descriptors,' reducing,the colleCtion. to 9,179, documents.

Next we identified, 411 documen-ts related to methodology using the

following-descriptors:.

'Evaluation Methods, (6-,689)

.Research Methodology: (6,468)

Methods . (1,474)

Nqh1ntific Methodology
. (492)

IndUctilie Methods ' (478)

Methods Research (344)

Dedlictive Methods / (272)

er °

This collection totaled 15,506 documents (including both major and minor

descriptors). C)

C.;

4.
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kIhOider to, identitrwthose documents related to the 'methodology of
1

program valuartifon, we then 'crossed the 9,179 program evaluation documents

with the 15,506 methodology documents and_thus constructed a core collec-
...

. . v
1,-R

Lion of 1,734 dilcuments with major descriptors0 of program evaliftation and

o

major or minor - descriptors o'f methodology. We were successful., therefore,

in isolating collection of doctpents that nukbered less,_than 2,000.
.

. 1,734 abst"lacts
.
are still a lot to review so we tried-to use the ERIC

. .

f

system 'to chaiacterize the nature of this ore collectiolt It would haYe,
. ..

,

been most useful if the'ERIC system could haye simply Printed a frequency
. ,,,,

lis, this core coblt of the descriptors used n eetion, but the system^ha6.
/4 p. .

no such feature. -4stdad, i,t wot necessary, to chooSelikell terms and

inquire how many of thtcore collection.used.such terms as 4sscriptors.
4, , , -t

, ,

Thrqugh such a strategy ' e following Table 1,was constructed.

.TY
:

Insert Table,-1 about here

1'entries--tot4l'w1/2to 1,948 and not 1,734, jince the subcategliis

are nttrimutuallyiexclusilWable 2 indicates the Overlap between these

subcategories.

Irisert Table 2 abOut here

Notice,that the two largest subcategories, "Data" and,"Measurement" overlap

considerably., 208 (23.4%) of the total 887 documents are in'both cate--

cries)ries) while."Design" and. "P among the smallest- subcategories,

r' IIP'

hardly overlap atall ('2 (1.6%) o.f the total 124 docuMents, are shared).



Table 1 .

.14bcategorization of Program. Evaluation Methodology
Core Collection4 '

4. 4Th Limitations

5

\Subcategory 'Descriptors

\Policy..
Legislation

2. Theories
Models

3. align
Research.Tesign
Design Needbi

-,tksign Preferences,

4. Data

Data Collection
Data4rocessing
Electronic Data.PrOcessing
Statisti4l Data Y,

Analysis
(

5. Mevurement,
Educational Assessment
Needs Assessment
Test

h

6. Skills
\Ethics

StandL-ds
Qualifications
Credentials

A
Job. kills
Research SkiTiis

3

Number -o.f Documents"

7. Training

1,

8. Management
Program AdmiAstration
Administration
Administrative Principles
Administrator Characteristics
Administrator Guides

//,' Administrative Responsibility
Administrator's Role

-9. Problels
Needs

f'

0

,

241

71

407

688

.128

203.

,
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Table 2

.

t

Number otikwumente Sharing 'ilia Subcategory Doacripttdo

0
. .

iubcategoty I. ,"Policy" 2. "'Theoriea"

55) (24I)

ii. ;'

.

.i.

J.,250 6 7

1
1

1 : 8 11

'lite, (55)

WilfiCe (241).

6gn" (71)

ita" (407)

NIS410111.111t" (648)

411a" (41),

:alining" (112)

1nagewtnit"(1211)

:oblewo'.;-(201)

' , 6

z.

3. "Intsign" 4. "huts" 5. "HeaoureUentu 6. "Skills" 7. "Training"' 8. limuititemen0 9. "Probleina"
( (71) (401) (608) 1 . ' 43121 (128) 661)

2 1: : 1 12 11

.

4'
6 9

9 56 80 6 7, 12 16

''

....,

'1..i a.. 18 1, 4 1
e

18

,
.....

, 1__, 208 8 26 28 45
kV

__J'.__J'
'15 .,' 41 46- Ba°

.:

..10
II .

9

0

ct

.rt

0
41
cn
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The Limitations.

A
7

Only 1,245 doEuments of thetotal 1,734- in the core collection

program evaluation methodology can be placed in one or more of the

of

subcategories listed in Table 1 leaving 489. dopuments, or 23 percent of

the collection, uncategorized.

unclassified documents, we found no other dominant descriptors relevant

Upon Aamination of a sample or these 489-

---i-orourpurposes: -Instead, we found 'descriptors which-indicated either

educational level ordocument to-p-i-z 1279 were

descriotbred "Elementary" or "Secondary Education;" 135 were de-script,

"Vocationaf." Of the ipro ,gram evaluationmethodalogy collection of CL,734,

1446 could be subcategorized according to these two types Of descriptors.

Our attempt to characterize t1-w.,1,734 core ,:ollection of program

evaluation methodology documents as th.ereforo only oartiallv successful.
No

Only 72..percent of the documents could be placed in subcategories useful

in our search, leaving 489 abstracts to be screened by hand.- Not all

1

documents in the core colec.tion had b'e.2n descriptOred in 3uffiCient

detail for our' purposes.

A.lthough we did achieve a parta:,. )rlimiriary screening using ERIC

interactive computer .3ear.:hing, it was accomplished only through' :rial

and error. ERIC provides no direct means of charac::et_zing a collection
#

of documents. given leasing the fequency descriptor:; f.n i

collection has to be on by luery ng one desi:riptive at A time

Further -more, nly '-:43 locume:It nanipulation it-,eps "Ire ,Iilowed per run,

only o.ne document file may be .:rived at the ?rid .)f a run, Ind )u[7

600.,000 documents' may be inquird -bout in one run.

1

U2T(' pre:Jentl%*
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4
contains approkimately316,000 documents, and since'le'arningthat

34,949 documents are'cLescriptored Higtirr Education Constitutes an inquiry

of 34,949 documents, one cannot even Checik'ea& document in the system
A

twice: These de`Sign constrains greatly hamper attempts to use the

ERIC system in an interactive mode on large searches--the searches foe

whith-ipxost-needed-

One additional featurefeature of,ERIC should be mentioned. Beginning in

September of 1974, all documents entered into ERIC were to be identified

by one of 19 "document type" codes such as:

3 3ooks; Monographs, Textbooks; Programmed Texts;

C Curriculum Guides; Teacher-Developed Hstdrials;-

Laboratory Manuals;

Journal Articles; Serials;'Periodicals; Bulletins;

Newsletters; Newspapers;

Program/Project Descriptions;

Reports (Research and Teccal); (ERIC, 1974)

Out of our 1,734 core documents,680 dpcumencs (EDs) and 232 journal

articles (EJs), for a total of 912, were entered after September of 1974.

.However, document type codes were available for only 676 flj percent)

of Ches4 91:2 entries. Apparently there is some ,systematic bias in

. .

these omissions,since'of the 676 coded, 367 were reports (R) Out only 6

were journal ,articles (1)--a quick check easily verified that far more
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than 6 journal articles entered in .ERIC since '1974 were included inOur

core collection. The high percentage of omissions and the probable bias

dissuaded us frOm using the document type codes to characterize our

core collection.

In conclusion, our attempts to use ERIC to characterize and initially

screen our core literature collection met with limited success. But

perhaps we were asking moraof the ERIC system than was reasonable. The

.
--

system was designed primarily for storage and retrieval of fugitive

educational documents. We could still hand screen 1,734 abstracts if

necessary, assuming the collection really contained the core of the

literature we wished to review.

Identifying Literature Using ERIC

How well didlour collection of 1,734 absttacts cover the existingi

literature on program evaluation methodoNgy? We had some doubts about

its comprehensiveness, not only because we had already ruled eiut a lot

of apparentiy related literature, but primarily because one cannot perform

hierarchial searcheS in ERIC. The ERIC Processing Manual warns coders to

match the level. of the descriptors to the specific level of the document

and to avoid descriptors broader or narrower than the scope of the document

itself (ERIC, 1974, p. 218-219). Thus a very specific document on the use

of case study methods in evaluation will be descriptored with the narrower

1

term "Case tudy".rather than the broader term "Evaluation Methods."

search using "Evaluation Methods" will therefore pull only documents des-

criptored at that broad level and will not pull documents descriptored

at the more narrow level of "Case Study," in spite of the fact



,

that such documents may discuss case studies
)

In ERIC, a, search employing broad terafs will not identify-all

The Limitations

10

as 'an evaluatiOn method.-

relevant documentsdescriptored using more specific terms; i.e. RIC

documents are not descrj:ptored hierarehially,

An external critetion.was needed to test the qual t4 of our core

literature collection and the recent evalugtion b Ef]iog:Caphy of.- .,the;
- . . .

Evaluation Center at Western Michigan Univers y was seledted (Bunda, 1976).

This bibliograPhy contains 60 3 re'ference,on evaluation and is one of the

most current and,)cOmprehensive bibl;o aphies available. This bibliography,

is not limited to program evaldat n methodology (and we know of no such
.

narrow bibliography currently ailable) bJit it is "...unique in its

calculated inclusionof fug ive refereStes and a variety of resources"

(Bunda, 1976, p. iv).ATherefore, molje so than some of the previous

evaluation bibliographies which fqiused on the "classics," this bibliography
/

emphasizes fu$itive documents just as ERIC does and so should serve as an

interesting criter4o measure,'

Using the Cu/rent Index:to Journals in Education and the ERIC Ed

Accessions File Title Index/ (through December 1977), each of the 603-
/

references were chedked to see if they were contained in ERIC.
4t

I

--

nation told us /the maximum possible overlap between the Western Michigan
i

bibliography of 603 item and our ERIC generated'collection of 1,734 items.

1
This infor-

The results were st rtling. Of the 603 references, only 161 (27

percent) werellisted in _RICless than a third of the Western Michigan

bibliography could be reproduced from the ERIC system. Further investigation
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indicated.uthy the overlap was so Small. Of t e'603 references:

A 73 (.12%)Ywerejournal articles publislrd prior to 1969--ERIC slid
130

not i'egin%ncluding journal articles in its collection

Until 1969,'.

83 (14%) were books published prior to -1966- -ERIC did not exist until

1966,

12 (. 2%) were fugitive, reports written prior to 1966--ERIC did not

exist until 1966.

Therefore, 28 percent of the WeStern Michigan bibliography was published or

written before ERIC was incorporating such documents into, its system. But

what about the remaining 45'percent of the bibliography which is not in

ERIC?

132 (22%) of the references are books or chapters in books published

between 1966 and 1976.. Because copyright and reproduction restric-

tionsi 'commercial publicati ns are not Ily made available through ?tI
_

In fact, ERIC tries to kee the number of ocumenrs its' -Cannot reproduce

down td 18 percent of its

and other published mater..als, though current and relevant, will not be

total coll\ection (ERIC, 1974, p. 36). Thus bOoks

found in ERIC. This res Its in major omissions; for example, neither the

AERA nor the CSE evaluation monograph series are referenced in ERIC.'

56 (9%) of the omitted Western Michigan references are journal articles

publishi between 1969-1976. Since ERIC includeA all majO'r journals, how
pAR

were th e articles missed? The answer is that ERIC in fact .does not

refere ce. the complete contents of all major journals. The Curren Index t,p

\
Journals in Education July-December 1977, issue lists 739 journals that were

a
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screened during that period. However, only WO journals (25%) had all
e

dt their arti4 sentered into ERIC; for the remaining 554 journals,

only selected- ticlea were ent4red. Most journals are assigned to

specific ERIC, Clearinghouses which decide how.m4h of ,a journal'sA

.r
content to e 44 Thus if an evaluation article appears in a journal

assigned to 'Clearinghouse other than ERIC TM, it may not fall within
_ . . _ _ _ _ . _ ..... _

_ _
the interes s of that Clearinghouse and will either 'sinifirryiibt-5---

A4t,A4

selected, ofr at most referred to ERIC TM. An ERIC search, therefore, dOes

not assure one of covering.a1/ relevant journal articles.

86 ( 4%) of the,omitted references were fugitive documents and

reports itien during 1966-1976. These documents should have been
0

'~entered into ERIC according to the system's guidelines. Either

the ERICITM Clearinghouse never became aware of the existence of

these dolcuMentssor.they did not meet ERIC's,selecpion criteria o eproduc-

'

ibilityland Importance.

The 161 docnts of the Western Michigan bibliography which were in

-were of tAe following types

43 were journar articles published bet';ieen 1969 and 1976,

cv,wer0.1boks or chapters
.

okirqhapters
: - A

in books pUb1isho,f prior to 1966.,

in.books published between 1166 and

uments writLcu prior to 1966, and

0:56 t'7'fu
;',1

cuments written ,between 1966 and 1976.,

To dnutne the overlap between our 1,734 core documents and the

1976,

estern Michigan,bibliography, the ED or EJ number of each of tt?e 161

,

'0ndferences from the bibliography was checked against the J,734 ED and EJ

-a
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0
numbers of the core collection. "The 'overlap turmed'outo be an

astoundin.s. 7 documents of which:
/

ere journal articles published 1969-1976,

were books or chapters in books published 1966=1976, and

2"were fugitive documents written 1966-1976.

Why were 154 documents°of the bibliography not picked upfin our

.r.search; even thaagh they were. in ERIn K eiiaMinitIon of these 154--

documents and their descriptors uncovered four general reasons.

First,some items in the bibliography were not directly related to

the methodology of program evaluation but focused on such topics as

research ethics and standardized testing.

Second, som-.items related to specific evaluation methodologies such

as the Delphi and critical incident_techniquea. These were not selected

in the'search because broader desc,riptors such as "Evaluation Methods"

had been used.
a A _

Third, some descriptoring, although donee accordance with ERIC

guid ines, makes identifying certain dQcuments problematic. Fbcr example,I
a) Scriven's chapter "Evaluation Perspective:- .nd Procedures`/

has "Summative Evaluation" as a major desCriptor, while the

book it appears in, Popham's Evaluation in. Education: Current

Applications (1974), does not,

(b) Wright and Worthen's report (1975a) on evaluation contracting has

different descriptors than thesummary of that report (1975b)

which is also in ERIC (the report and summary were descriptored

by different coders), and
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lc) A design developed by'Siufflebeam et al. (1971) for

evalivng R&D ins*.tutions and prodhths iswot e criptored

lunder ",Evaluation Methods ", 'methods ReStarch", or "Methods",

14

while a similar design developed by Scriven et al. (1971)

NdAcriptorell "Evaluation. Methods ". These two reports/were C OM

missioned by the Office of Education at the'same tithe for the same

se; they wpre.enwed into ERIC by the same coder, but

ontain differentdecriptors.

The practice of descriptoring only the document in hand makes it possible

that two highly related documents ma

be retrievable Under the same search'strat

ifferent descriptors and not

Fourth, the assignment of descriptors obviously;dependson the backr

ground, experience, and poiht of view of the coder. To see the relevance

of certain documents to program evaluation methodology, or any other

specialty, requires considerably more fa)tiliarity with' the than

that posSessed by most.graduate students who do the mli,

house coding (t-', 'TC Manual does recommend :hat at _-Luatent

specialist part, .,)ate in the coding/of-entries)

While the Jack of overlap between the Western Mic4igan bibliog aptly

and the 1,734 dyke program' evaluation methodoiogy literature col ction

can be explained in terms of the deficiency of the bibliography as a

proper criterion measure, the desigh constraints of the ERIC'descriptoring

system, and human limitations, the trivial overlap is certainly not

reassuring.
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4 Conclusions .

-

'Large, integrative literature reviews are becoming increasingly

needed and. increasingly difficult due to the rapidly expanding li-derature

in education. We haire attempted to use the SR C system ,not only to identify

relevant literature bLilso to screen its - Because of the lack of

sufficient depth of descriptoring, it was possible to subcategorize only

72 peroent_of our initial document colleCtion. ERIC currently provides

no mea s to characterize an eXIStitig-Ibttment-coIlection-and-efen-the

system's "document type" code facility was available for only.thre -fourths

of the documents it was designed to cover. While initial screenin of stall

.document collections is possible, system design constraints prevent complex

screening or screening large doUment files.

ERIC's lack of-succes in fy ajor evaluation documents is
so.

,more troublesome, but' understandable when orerealizes that

',(a) no journals before 1968 are in ERIC,

(b) only approximately 25 percent of major education journ

fully covered by ERIC,

(c) few fugitive documents and books prior to 1966 are in ERIC,

( ) few books or other maj published materials are in ERIC

(maximum of 18% of the system), and

only fugitive materials identified by the specific

ClearinghouSes of interest are in ERIC.

,

The added problems of non-hierarchial searching, systtm descriptorinr-

cqnstraints, and coder limitations forces one to a conservative view of

the products of an WC search.
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, /I(
The results of the foregoing s h can, of course, not be(freely

generalizedto other subsets of literature with ERIC. Howeve' several

of the'problems we have identified' are,in'fact due to system limititions

and will obtain regardless of the descriptors being used.

With the growing lit4$rature in education we are forced/ to use such

systems as ERIC, but we must fully understand rheir limitations. With

small, fpcused searches it may be possible' to identify comprehensive sets

of ocuments and review the ab4tcts by hand. ',With larger'searches,
4 v)

more sophisticated, autOmated: screening capability is needed than now

exists in ERIC. Until such a capability exists, researchers will need to

augment ERIC. searches with the more traditional lititure identificatiqn

and search procedures. ERIC is currently not an adequate golution to our

problems of identifying and characterizing the burgeoning literature in

education.
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wisii. trexpress my .sincere thanks to Donna Shaver who 011aborat4d
40

f_

on the computegtzed ERIC seirche and to Dedise Smith who assisteill

V
with several clerical and editorial tasks.'...

2
The searches, described here were Conducted in mid-May of 191f$ and

c

/
\ overed all gRIC entries from its'inception in 1966 to that time.

'Dialog System. Although Dialog is the largest infOrtatianbase-ac4s-'-

system, an internationd/ system accessing approximately 75 cL#6a bases,

its design.is not necessarily representative of other acpcesf systems.

Thus the computer.,access design limitations discussed in this paper
/

pertain only to the Dialog System as it i now instituted.

44,
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